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Now, Beloveds, let us again become very centered in this moment,  
 letting go of your questioning mind, taking a deep breath…...     
Be very centered in this moment….. 
Another deep breath….. exhale, release…..  
No tension in the body -- just total openness, relaxation. 
 
Become aware of the Axiatonal lines that are presently activated in your body.   
 Notice how these lines extend to all levels of you, all of your bodies…. 
 Breathe and be very aware and present with these lines of communication…… 
  
Direct your attention specifically into your physical body and your meridian system….. 
Connect the axial spin points that are within the Axiatonal lines  
 to the spin points of your meridian system…..   
Notice the shift that is taking place in the coherency of the Light emanations  
 that are now ignited…. 
 
 The meridian system is receiving communications from the Axiatonal lines  
 and the spin points are rotating at an accelerated rate…..   
The cells of the body respond immediately, take on this Light  
 that is generated from the Axiatonal lines and the axial spin points……  
  
The spin point with each cell is now rotating at an accelerated rate…… 
Notice how the frequency and the vibration of your physical body is being altered……  
Your conscious awareness and directed focus created this acceleration  
 in the cellular system of the body…..  [Short Pause] 
 
Now, see how you can extend the Axiatonal lines  
 and connect into your entire Unified Field…..    
[Short Pause]    
 
Focus your attention on your activated Merkaba vehicle.   
With your intention extend the Axiatonal lines into your Merkaba vehicle…..   
[Short Pause]   
 
With your intention extend the Axiatonal lines into the Earth….. 
Connect into the Longitude and Latitude lines as well as the Ley lines  
 of the Earth’s grid system……  
Connect the axial spin points of the Axiatonal lines with the spin points of the Earth,  
 which are in the area of all the planetary sacred sites and power points…..  
[Short Pause] 
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Now, with your attention extend the Axiatonal lines into the Milky Way Galaxy…..  
 and the into the entire Universe…..  [Short Pause]  
 

Nothing to do other than to create these lines of communication…..  
 

Notice the vastness of this communication network that you’ve created…..  
It will take time to begin to receive conscious transmissions from this system,  
 but the more you set this system in motion,  
 the quicker the transmissions will begin to enter your various fields of consciousness. 
 

Take note that these channels are not only receivers  
 but are very much a transmitting vehicle….  
They were intended for Humans and Earth to transmit Christ Consciousness  
 throughout the Universe, throughout the Milky Way Galaxy…..  
 

You have entered this possibility to do so again…..   
This is why we have encouraged you to receive and expand your consciousness  
 of yourself as the Divine Christed Image.  
You must BE it in your body before you can transmit it precisely…… 
 

We encourage you to use this meditation often,  
 so that when we meet again,  
 these Axiatonal lines and axial spin points will be firmly and consciously activated. 
We will then be able to extend these lines very specifically and precisely  
 into the galactic system….. 
 

But it is more important now to make them very active and coherent within your body 
 and within the Earth,  
 because the Earth energy emanates into your physical body,  
 creates it, helps create it. 
So to BE it in the physical form, you have to create its coherency within your body….. 
 

Trust your own guidance from your OverSoul. It is now communicating with you….. 
That ability was cut off long ago at the fall 
 and has remained outside of the physical body for a very long time. 
Now, it resides within your body, and the communication is very, very real. 
 

The OverSoul will guide you to connect coherently with all parts of you:  
 your Unified Field, your Merkaba vehicle, and the Earth. 
 Keep your focus in these areas as you practice every day until we meet again. 

This is building the foundation that we need to further your activation  
 of these communication lines…..  [Short Pause] 
 

Sit with us a moment longer in this beautiful Collective Consciousness….. 
 unified, coherent….. beautiful Light, luminous Light…..    [Short Pause] 
 

Blessings, Beloveds, Blessings! 


